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Photonic crystal cavities with bowtie defects that combine ultra-high Q and ultra-low mode vol-
ume are theoretically studied for low-power nanoscale optical trapping. By harnessing the localized
heating of the water layer near the bowtie region, combined with an applied alternating current
electric field, this system provides long-range electrohydrodynamic transport of particles with aver-
age velocities of 30 µm/s towards the bowtie region on demand by switching the input wavelength.
Once transported to a given bowtie region, synergistic interaction of optical gradient and attractive
negative thermophoretic forces stably trap a 10 nm quantum dot in a potential well with a depth
of 10 kBT using a mW input power.

Nanoscale optofluidic cavities incorporating plasmonic
and photonic crystal resonators have recently emerged
as a powerful platform for chemical and biological sens-
ing [1], nanomanipulation [2] and optical nano-assembly
[3, 4]. Owning to the nanoscale feature of the cavities,
the directed transport of nanoparticles and biomolecules
to the region of highest electromagnetic field enhance-
ment is critical to device performance. Though plas-
monic nanocavities can support localized electromag-
netic hotspots, they suffer from intrinsic material loss
that gives rise to low quality factor (Q factor) reso-
nances with broad spectral linewidths. This makes re-
alizing multi-resonant plasmonic cavities for wavelength
switchable trapping and long-range particle transport ex-
tremely challenging. Dielectric photonic crystal (PhC)
cavities, on the other hand confine light by means of a
defect in an otherwise periodic arrangement of high index
dielectric photonic structures [5, 6] leading to low-loss,
narrow linewidth resonances that can be leveraged for
wavelength switchable trapping applications. To date,
the deterministic transport of particles for interaction
with the enhanced field near resonant PhC cavities has
been met with challenges. Prior reported attempts to
achieve transport of particles to PhC cavities rely on
pressure-driven flow [7, 8]. Unfortunately, this has lim-
ited particle capture rate because only the particles in the
fluid boundary layer near the cavity can interact with
the electromagnetic hotspots. Additionally, such pres-
sure driven flow does not provide the mechanism for ac-
tively transporting particles from one nano-cavity to the
next.

In this letter, we investigate the physics of light-
induced near-field trapping, attractive negative ther-
mophoresis and long-range electrohydrodynamic trans-
port of nanoparticles in PhC cavities for directional de-
livery of particles and trapping at the cavity region by

switching the input wavelength.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the PhC-based multiplexed long-range
electrohydrodynamic transport and trapping system. The in-
set shows the forces experienced by a particle trapped at the
bowtie. Here “opt”, “et” and “th” denote “optical force”,
“thermophoretic force” and “electrothermal force”, respec-
tively.

As shown in Figure 1, a PhC nanobeam with a bowtie
defect at the center is placed beside a bus waveguide
to enable evanescent coupling from the side. For mul-
tiplexed long-range nanoparticle transport and trapping
across cavities, we design the system to contain (n = 3)
engineered bowtie PhC nanobeams (BPCNs) cascaded
along the bus waveguide, each having a specific resonance
wavelength. Light is coupled into the device through
the bus waveguide and then extremely localized in the
bowtie defect. The figure illustrates that a fundamental
TE mode with the wavelength of λ1 is propagating in the
bus waveguide and coupled to the middle BPCN (Λ1), in-
ducing the cavity resonance, and switching the cavity to
the ”ON” state. With a bus waveguide width of 480 nm
and coupling gap of 150 nm, the loaded Q of the side-
coupled BPCN is 1.5× 104 and the coupling efficiency [9]
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is 62% in a water environment. The peak electric field
amplitude is 138 times higher in the bowtie compared
to that of the light input into the bus waveguide, result-
ing in an electromagnetic field intensity enhancement of
∼ 19000. For details about the design of the BPCNs,
please see Supporting Information S1. The electric field
profile of the side-coupled BPCN is shown in Figure 2(a),
where the extreme light localization at the center of the
bowtie can be easily observed. To obtain different reso-
nance wavelengths for the other two BPCNs, we slightly
adjust the period of the PhC holes by -4 nm and +4
nm, respectively. It is imperative to note that in practi-
cal experiments, it is not necessary to carefully engineer
the dimensions of the BPCN to obtain different resonant
wavelengths since fabrication uncertainties can naturally
introduce resonance shift due to the high Q character-
istic of the bowtie PhC. Moreover, resistive heaters can
be incorporated to carefully tune the PhC cavities to the
desired resonance wavelengths. Figure 2(b) shows the
transmission spectra presenting the multi-resonant prop-
erty of our system.

FIG. 2. (a) Electric field enhancement distribution of the
BPCN cavity on resonance. The field enhancement is calcu-
lated by normalization to the amplitude of the electric field
of the input fundamental TE mode in the bus waveguide.
Inset: Zoom-in view of the bowtie region. (b) Transmis-
sion spectra for the three BPCNs, demonstrating the multi-
resonant property of the system. The resonant wavelengths
are λ1 = 1635.33nm, λ2 = 1623.65nm, λ3 = 1647.28nm.

Next, we characterize the optical trapping performance
of the optimized BPCN system. An enhanced optical
gradient trapping force requires a spatially confined elec-
tromagnetic field, which is provided by the bowtie. The
time averaged optical force exerted on a nanoscale ob-
ject is calculated by integrating the Maxwell’s stress ten-
sor (MST) [10] over an arbitrary surface enclosing the

nanoscale object, which is given by

〈F〉 =

∮
S

〈
−→
T〉 · dS, (1)

where 〈
−→
T〉 is the time averaged Maxwell’s stress tensor

given by:

〈
−→
T〉 =

1

2
Re

[
εEE∗ + µHH∗ − 1

2

(
ε|E|2 + µ|H|2

)
I

]
(2)

Here EE∗ and HH∗ are the outer products of the fields;
I is the identity matrix; and ε and µ are the permit-
tivity and the permeability of the medium surrounding
the object, respectively. The effective transverse trap-
ping potential resulting from the optical force is given by
[11]

U (r0) =

∫ r0

∞
F(r)dr. (3)

Figure 3(a) illustrates the force spectra of a 10 nm diam-
eter (D = 10 nm) PbSe quantum dot (refractive index n
= 4.73 + 0.24i [12]) positioned 21 nm above the center of
the bowtie, showing a strong pulling force along the z di-
rection (0.44 pN/2.5mW). This trapping force is at least
an order of magnitude higher than those achieved using
Mie-resonant dielectric nanoantenna [13] and dielectric
nanoantenna supporting anapole states [14]. Figure 3(b)
to 3(d) show the trapping potentials as well as the corre-
sponding trapping forces when moving the quantum dot
along the x, y and z directions, respectively. The depth
of the trapping potential well is around 2 kBT/2.5mW
for the x and y directions and 10 kBT/2.5mW for the
z direction. Here kB is the Boltzmann constant. This
provides sufficient potential depth to stably confine the
nanoparticle near the bowtie region.

Next, we explore the impact of the particle size and
the vertical distance between the particle and the bowtie
on the optical forces. We consider three different parti-
cle diameters (D = 5, 10, and 20 nm) for the quantum
dot. Figure 4(a) shows the depth of the optical trapping
potential well along the y direction (Uopt

y ) with respect
to F opt

y and Figure 4(b) shows the maximum absolute
value of the pulling force F opt

z as a function of the dis-
tance (z ) measured from the quantum dot bottom to the
bowtie surface (shown in the inset), respectively. Given
the stable trapping requirement of 10 kBT for the trap-
ping potential well, Figure 4(a) indicates that the mini-
mum power required for stable trapping of the three par-
ticles considered along the y direction is around 17 mW,
3 mW and 0.7 mW, respectively, when z is 3 nm, which
is less than a half of the power required by a plasmonic
nanoaperture [11] taking into account the refractive in-
dex differences. Figure 4(b) shows that the maximum
pulling force along the z direction is 0.97 pN/2.5mW,
4.31 pN/2.5mW and 14.30 pN/2.5mW for the three par-
ticles considered at the same distance (z = 3 nm). This
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FIG. 3. Optical trapping characterization for a 10nm PbSe
quantum dot placed 21 nm above the bowtie surface. (a)
Trapping force spectra for the quantum dot. (b) – (d) Trap-
ping potential as well as trapping forces when moving the
quantum dot along the x, y and z directions, respectively.
The vertical dashed lines in (b) and (c) denote the center of
the bowtie.

FIG. 4. Depth of the trapping potential well along the y
direction (Uopt

y ) due to F opt
y (a) and the maximum absolute

value of the pulling force F opt
z (b) at different distances (z)

from the bowtie surface (shown in the inset of (b)). z is var-
ied as 3, 9, 15, and 21 nm. Both y axes are in log scale. (c)
Transverse thermophoretic trapping potential for 10 nm par-
ticle at z = 21 nm. The red dash line denotes the trace in (d).
(d) Transverse trapping potential for the optical trapping and
thermophoretic trapping potentials along the y axis.

pulling force drops exponentially as the particle moves
away from the bowtie. Additional discussions on optical
forces can be found in Supporting Information S3.

Optical power dissipated in the water layer near the
bowtie establishes a thermal gradient. To calculate the
temperature field distribution, the computed electric field
distribution is used to determine the heat source density,
which gives the heat dissipated per unit volume and is
expressed as [15, 16]

q(r) =
1

2
Re [J∗d(r) ·E(r)] =

ω

2
Im(ε)|E(r)|2, (4)

where Jd = iωD with D = εE is the displacement cur-
rent density and ε is the relative permittivity of the spe-
cific material. Since water is the only lossy material
in this system, the power density dissipated into water
serves as the source term in the heat diffusion equation
for computation of the temperature around the PhC as
well as in the surrounding fluid and substrate. The tem-
perature field in the system is determined by solving the
steady-state heat equation given by

∇ · [−κ∇T (r) + ρcpT (r)u(r)] = q(r). (5)

The first term on the left is the heat conduction term,
while the second term is the convection term, which de-
pends on the velocity of the fluid. T (r) and u(r) are
spatial temperature and fluid velocity field, respectively,
and the material properties κ, ρ and cp are thermal con-
ductivity, density and specific heat capacity, respectively.

Thermophoresis phenomenon [17, 18] is the motion of
particles or molecules in the presence of thermal gradients
and provides an attractive trapping force under negative
thermophoresis [19–21]. Details of the calculation of the
negative thermophoretic force are provided in the Sup-
plementary Information S4. To compare with the optical
trapping, Figure 4(c) illustrates the simulated transverse
thermophoretic trapping potential (Uth

xy) for 10 nm parti-
cle at z = 21 nm. The thermophoretic trapping potential
has the same order of magnitude as the optical trapping
potential shown in Figure 3, whereas the thermophoretic
trapping potential well is much broader than the opti-
cal one. For emphasis, the transverse optical trapping
and thermophoretic trapping potential along the y axis
are shown in Figure 4(d). The asymmetry of the ther-
mophoretic trapping potential curve results from the bus
waveguide which affects the heat diffusion. The super-
position of the optical trapping and the thermophoretic
trapping achieves a long range and 1.7 times deeper trap-
ping potential well.

Next, we demonstrate the long-range and rapid
transport of individual nanoparticles to the vicin-
ity of the bowtie for optical trapping by generating
wavelength-dependent electrohydrodynamic microfluidic
vortices based on the electrothermal flow effect in a mi-
crofluidic channel. The thermal gradient induced in
the water layer near the bowtie results in a gradient in
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FIG. 5. (a) Temperature field distribution of the xy plane
300 nm above the bowtie. The radial velocity vector plot
of electrothermal flow induced around the resonant BPCN
is superimposed on the temperature profile. Arrow length
represents the magnitude of the flow velocity. (b) Tempera-
ture field distribution of the xz plane and (c) the yz plane.
(d) Illustration of three cascaded BPCNs placed beside a bus
waveguide. The right three panels show corresponding radial
velocity profiles of the induced electrothermal flow along x
and y direction (300 nm above the surface) around the three
BPCNs in different states. The electrothermal flow shows a
long-range characteristic (∼ 50µm). (a) to (c) corresponds to
the Λ1 panel.

the permittivity and electrical conductivity of the water
medium near the bowtie. An applied a.c. electric field
acts on these gradients to create a volumetric body force
in the fluid due to the electrothermal effect [22, 23].

By leveraging the configuration of the cascaded
BPCNs, the body force of the electrothermal flow in
our system is not only space dependent, but also wave-
length dependent. That means the spatial distribution of
the local temperature gradient can additionally be con-
trolled by the wavelength of the input light, as shown
in Figure 5(d). Following a perturbative expansion [22],
the wavelength dependent time-averaged electrothermal
body force per unit volume at a.c. frequency ω can be

expressed as:

〈FET〉 ẑ =
1

2
εE2

z

[
σ2ε(α− γ)

σ2 + ω2ε2
− 1

2
α

]
∂T (z, λ)

∂z
ẑ, (6)

〈FET〉 r̂ = −1

4
εαE2

z

∂T (r, λ)

∂r
r̂, (7)

where λ = λ1, λ2, λ3. . . λn and n is the number of the
cascaded BPCNs; ε, τ = ε/σ, σ and ω are the fluid per-
mittivity, charge relaxation time, electrical conductivity,
and applied a.c. frequency, respectively; α and γ are ex-
pressed as α = (1/ε)(∂ε/∂T ), γ = (1/σ)(∂σ/∂T ) and are
given as −0.004 K−1 and 0.02 K−1, respectively [24]. Eq.
6 and Eq. 7 describe the axial and radial components of
the electrothermal body force.

The velocity field distribution of the fluidic flow when
a given BPCN is excited is determined from the solution
of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations given by

ρ0(u(r) · ∇)u(r) +∇p(r)− η∇2u(r) = F, (8)

∇ · u = 0. (9)

The forcing term F in Eq. 8 describes the body force per
unit volume acting on the fluid element, which is given
by Eq. 6 and Eq. 7. We note that contribution from
buoyancy-driven convection is negligible in this system
(see Supporting Information S7 for details).

Figure 5(a) shows the temperature field distribu-
tion in the xy plane 300 nm above the PhC surface.
A temperature rise of 10.6 K is observed and the
superimposed radial velocity vector plot of the flow
shows that the induced electrothermal flow is directed
radially inwards towards the thermal hotspot generated
by water around the bowtie and serves as a powerful
means to deliver suspended particles to the bowtie
region. The maximum flow velocity is about 29.8 µm/s,
which is directed to the bowtie and hence much more
efficient than traditional particle delivery methods such
as pressure-driven flow and slow Brownian motion.
Furthermore, this flow velocity is at least 20 times
greater than the 1 µm/s thermoplasmonic convection
flow velocity achievable with an array of optimized
plasmonic bowtie nanoantenna [25]. Figure 5(b) and (c)
show the temperature profile in the xz and the yz plane.
The maximum temperature rise is 43.6 K under only
2.5 mW input power due to the high field enhancement.
The superimposed velocity vectors verify the induced
electrothermal vortex flow shown in Figure 1.

Figure 5(d) demonstrates the concept of multiplexed
nanoparticle transport and nano-optical trapping with
the cascaded BPCNs shown in Figure 1. When the input
wavelength is tuned to λ1, only the middle BPCN (Λ1)
with a resonance wavelength of λ1 is excited while the
other two are off resonance and not excited. Therefore,
the electrothermal flow is only induced around Λ1
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(see the radial velocity plot in the middle panel). By
integrating over the radial velocity curve when Λ2 is on,
we estimate that it takes about 8 seconds for the flow
to transport a nanoparticle 25 µm from the vicinity of
Λ1 to Λ2. The high Q characteristic of the bowtie PhC
permits to integrate multiple BPCNs along the low-loss
bus waveguide to provide the means to achieve long
range particle hand-off from tens of microns to millime-
ter scale distances by simply switching the wavelength
of the input light. We note that the electrothermal
flow along the y direction shows a larger magnitude of
velocity in comparison to the electrothermal flow along
the x direction. This is attributed to the asymmetric
spatial distribution of the in-plane thermal hotspots. It
is evident that there is a higher temperature gradient
along the y direction and hence a stronger electrothermal
flow velocity in comparison to that along the x direction.
The slightly different radial velocity values presented
in the three panels are attributed to the different field
enhancements of the three BPCNs.

We have proposed and systematically studied a
cascaded bowtie photonic crystal nanobeam system that
can achieve multiplexed long-range electrohydrodynamic
transport and optical trapping of nanoscale parti-
cles. Compared with traditional 1D photonic crystal
nanobeams, our bowtie photonic crystal cavity can more
strongly confine and enhance the electromagnetic field
while maintaining a high quality factor. The extremely
localized field provides a strong field gradient that is
ideal for trapping sub-20 nm particles. Furthermore,
the localized water absorption near the cavities serves
as heat sources to generate negative thermophoresis
that can assist in the optical trapping process. Finally,
we harness the localized water absorption to induce
on-demand electrothermal flow that can efficiently trans-
port nanoparticles to the vicinity of the localized field of
the bowtie photonic crystal cavity region for enhanced
optical trapping. Our proposed multiplexed platform
could enable millimeter scale transport and hand-off of
particles across cavities in miniaturized optofluidic chips
by simply switching the wavelength. We envision that
our system will be a promising platform in many fields
of biology and quantum information, such as in single
molecule characterization and assembly of single photon
sources.
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